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Abstract: Governed by locality, we explore a connection between unitary braid group
representations associated to a unitary R-matrix and to a simple object in a unitary
braided fusion category. Unitary R-matrices, namely unitary solutions to the Yang-
Baxter equation, afford explicitly local unitary representations of braid groups. Inspired
by topological quantum computation, we study whether or not it is possible to reassem-
ble the irreducible summands appearing in the unitary braid group representations from
a unitary braided fusion category with possibly different positive multiplicities to get
representations that are uniformly equivalent to the ones from a unitary R-matrix. Such
an equivalence will be called a localization of the unitary braid group representations.
We show that the q = eπ i/6 specialization of the unitary Jones representation of the
braid groups can be localized by a unitary 9 × 9R-matrix. Actually this Jones represen-
tation is the first one in a family of theories (SO(N ), 2) for an odd prime N > 1, which
are conjectured to be localizable. We formulate several general conjectures and discuss
possible connections to physics and computer science.

1. Introduction

One of the questions when a topological quantum field theory (TQFT) computational
model was proposed [F1] is whether or not there are non-trivial unitary R-matrices, i.e.,
unitary solutions to the constant Yang-Baxter equation. In particular, are there unitary
R-matrices (with algebraic entries) whose representations will result in the Jones poly-

nomial of links evaluated at the unitary roots q = e± 2π i
r , r > 3? (The question is not

well-posed as there are different ways to define link invariants from representations. We
are thinking about the usual methods: weighted trace or determinant.) The existence of
such R-matrices would lead to an efficient approximation of the Jones evaluations by
the quantum circuit model of quantum computing. Though an efficient approximation
of quantum invariants including Jones evaluations by quantum computing models exists
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[FKLW,Wa], the existence of such unitary R-matrices is still open. We will address this
question in this paper and explore its various ramifications.

Jones evaluations of links can be obtained from two representations of the braid
groups: the original unitary Jones representation from von Neumann algebras [J1], and
the non-unitary representation from Drinfeld’s SU (2)R-matrix [Tu2]. While it is obvious
that any R-matrix braid group representation is local, the unitary Jones representation
cannot be local as in the case of R-matrix because the dimensions of the representa-
tion spaces for the braid group Bn are not kn for some fixed integer k. It follows that
any locality in the unitary Jones representation, if it exists, would be hidden. Jones
unitary representations were later subsumed into unitary TQFTs and the gluing for-
mula of TQFTs can be considered as hidden locality of the Jones representations (see
Remark 2.6). The gluing formula in TQFTs as hidden locality underlies the simulation
of TQFTs by quantum computers [FKW].

Interesting unitary R-matrices are very difficult to construct. This observation reflects
a conflict of explicit locality with unitarity in braid group representations. The only sys-
tematic unitary solutions that we know of are permutations [ESS]. Smooth deformations
of such solutions seem to be all trivial. We believe that any smooth deformation R(h) of
the identity R(0) = id on a Hilbert space V with an orthonormal basis {ei }, i = 1, . . . , m
would be of the form R(h)(ei ⊗ e j ) = eih Hi j (h)(ei ⊗ e j ) for some smooth family of
Hermitian matrices Hi j (h).

Topological quantum computation (TQC) (see [Wa] for references) stirred great inter-
ests in unitary representations of the braid groups, which describe the statistics of quasi-
particles in condensed matter physics [NSSFD]. In TQC, unitary matrices from braid
generators serve as quantum gates to perform computational tasks. Therefore, locality,
unitarity, and universality of braid group representations are all important ingredients
for the application to TQC. The best source of unitary braid representations is unitary
braided fusion category (UBFC) theory. UBFCs can be constructed from any pair (G, k),
where G is a semi-simple Lie group and k ≥ 1 an integer, called a level. Jones repre-
sentations correspond to (SU (2), k), k ≥ 1. Most such representations lack an explicit
locality: the dimensions of the Bn-representation spaces are rarely of dimension cm for
some fixed integer c and m an integer depending on n. As we will show for Jones SU (2)

representations, a refined explicit locality can be achieved only for level k = 1, 2, 4 after
extra copies of the irreducible summands of the Jones representations are used. As is
known [FLW1,FLW2], levels k = 1, 2, 4 are also the only levels for which the braid-
ing alone is not universal for TQC. In fact, the failure of universality of the braiding is
quite dramatic: the image of the braid group generates a finite group. Here we encounter
another conflict: explicit locality with universality.

In this paper, we study a refined version of explicit locality inspired by TQC. We con-
jecture that explicit local unitary TQFTs in the sense below are inherently braiding non-
universal for TQC. i.e., such TQFTs only induce braid representations with finite image
(called property F see [RSW,NR]). More precisely, we conjecture firstly that a unitary
R-matrix can only produce braid group representations with finite images (modulo the
center) if R is of finite order, and secondly, that braid group representations associated
with a braided fusion category can be localized if and only if the Frobenius-Perron
dimension of the category is integral. Taken in tandem, the truth of these conjectures
would imply another recent conjecture: integral Frobenius-Perron dimension is neces-
sary and sufficient for a braided fusion category to induce only finite braid group images
[RSW,NR].

Property F TQFTs are also related to exact solvable statistical mechanics models,
result in link invariants which are conjectured to have classical interpretations and to be
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efficiently computable by Turing machines [FZ,J4,KMM,LRW,R3]. Property F TQFTs
might also be easier to find in real systems and relevant to the non-abelian statistics of
extended objects in dimension three [FHNQWW]. We also conjecture that topological
quantum computing models from Property F TQFTs can be simulated efficiently by
Turing machines.

2. Localization of Braid Group Representations

The (n-strand) braid group Bn is defined as the group generated by σ1, . . . , σn−1 satis-
fying:

σiσ j = σ jσi , if |i − j | ≥ 2, (2.1)

σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1. (2.2)

2.1. Sequences of Bn representations. Notice that we may identify Bn with the sub-
group of Bn+1 generated by σi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. When necessary we will denote this
map by ι : Bn → Bn+1, the index n being clear from the context. We shall be interested
in sequences of completely reducible, finite dimensional, unitary representations of the
braid groups Bn that respect these inclusions · · · ⊂ Bn−1 ⊂ Bn ⊂ · · ·. More precisely:

Definition 2.1. An indexed family of complex Bn-representations (ρn, Vn) is a sequence
of braid representations if there exist injective algebra homomorphisms τn :Cρn(Bn)→
Cρn+1(Bn+1) such that the following diagram commutes:

CBn
��

� �

ι

��

Cρn(Bn)� �

τn

��
CBn+1 �� Cρn+1(Bn+1)

Remark 2.2. Generally τn will be some canonical map and will be supressed. Note,
however, that since ι(1) = 1 the identity in Cρn+1(Bn+1) is τn ◦ ρn(1). For example,
this excludes the family of Bn-representations obtained from the permutation action
of Sn on a basis of C

n from fitting our definition: there is no unit preserving algebra
homomorphism End(Cn) → End(Cn+1). Similarly, the Burau (reduced or otherwise)
representations are not a sequence of braid representations by our definition.

The first source of sequences of representations is the Yang-Baxter equation:

Definition 2.3. An invertible operator R ∈ End(W ⊗ W ) is a solution to the (braided)
Yang-Baxter equation if the following relation in End(W ⊗3) is satisfied:

(YBE) (R ⊗ IW )(IW ⊗ R)(R ⊗ IW ) = (IW ⊗ R)(R ⊗ IW )(IW ⊗ R).

Solutions to the Yang-Baxter equation are called R-matrices, while the pair (W, R) is
called a braided vector space.

Such an R-matrix gives rise to a sequence of representations ρR of the braid groups
Bn on W ⊗n via σi → RW

i , where

RW
i := I ⊗i−1

W ⊗ R ⊗ I ⊗n−i−1
W .
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The most ubiquitous source of R-matrices is finite dimensional semisimple quasi-
triangular Hopf algebras H (see e.g. [Ks]). Braided vector spaces play a key role in
the Andruskiewitch-Schneider program [AS] for classifying pointed Hopf algebras.

We would like to point out that these representations ρR are explicitly local, in the
sense that the representation space is a tensor power and the braid group generators act
on adjacent pairs of tensor factors. Clearly if R is unitary then the representation ρR is
unitary as well, but unitary R-matrices are surprisingly difficult to find (see Subsect. 2.2).

A second useful source of sequences of braid group representations is finite dimen-
sional quotients of the braid group algebras KBn , where K is some field. A typical exam-
ple are the Temperley-Lieb algebras T Ln(q) for q a variable [J2]. These are the quotients
of C(q)Bn by ideals containing the element (σi − q)(σi + 1) ∈ C(q)Bn . The ensuing
sequence of finite dimensional algebras · · · ⊂ T Ln(q) ⊂ T Ln+1(q) ⊂ · · · are semisim-
ple. As semisimple finite dimensional algebras each T Ln(q) ∼= ⊕

i∈I End(W (i)
n ) has a

standard faithful representation Wn = ⊕
i∈I W (i)

n , which becomes a Bn representation
by restriction. Taking q to be an �th root of unity spoils the semisimplicity, but this can

be recovered by taking further quotients T Ln(q)
�

of T Ln(q) by the annihilator of a
trace-form (see [J1]). For the particular choices q = e±2π i/� Jones showed that the Bn
representations are unitarizable. Observe that one valuable feature of this construction
is that the image of KBn obviously generates the corresponding quotient algebra so that
the representations W (i)

n are simple as Bn representations. Moreover, it is clear that the
Bn generators σi have finite order in the image of these representations. Other examples
of this type of construction are the Hecke-algebras and BMW-algebras (see [W1] and
[W2]).

Braided fusion categories (see e.g. [ENO]) are a modern marriage of these two sources
of braid group representations. These are fusion categories equipped with a family of
natural transformations: for each pair of objects X, Y one has an invertible morphism
cX,Y ∈ Hom(X ⊗ Y, Y ⊗ X) satisfying certain compatibility (hexagon) equations. In
particular the axioms imply that, for any fixed object X and 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, defining

Ri
X := I d⊗i−1

X ⊗ cX,X ⊗ I d⊗n−i−1
X ∈ End(X⊗n)

induces a homomorphism CBn → End(X⊗n) via ρX : σi → Ri
X . More to the point,

each End(X⊗n)-module restricts to a Bn representation. Since fusion categories have
only finitely many simple objects, we can describe the simple End(X⊗n)-modules com-
pletely: they are W n

i := Hom(Xi , X⊗n), where Xi is a simple (sub)-object of X⊗n .
Thus

⊕
i W n

i is a faithful End(X⊗n)-module as well as for ρX (CBn) (although the
W n

i might be reducible as Bn-representations). If the category in question is unitary
(see [Tu2]) then the Bn representations are also unitary. The representations obtained
from quotients of Temperley-Lieb, Hecke and BMW algebras at roots of unity can be
obtained in this setting by choosing an appropriate object in a braided fusion category.
With some additional assumptions (modularity), unitary braided fusion categories can
be used to construct unitary TQFTs which in turn can be used as models for universal
TQC [FKW,FLW1].

It is important to point out that the objects in braided fusion categories are not required
to be vector spaces (and usually are not) so that the representations ρX are not explicitly
local as those of the form ρR are. For application to TQC, ideally we would like to
have unitarity, explicit locality, and universality all in a single TQFT. We conjecture
this is impossible, even if we replace universality with the weaker condition that the
braid group images are infinite. On the other hand, representations of braid groups from
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Bn quotients and braided fusion categories have some hidden locality and can often be
unitarized.

Inspired by such considerations, we make the following:

Definition 2.4. Suppose (ρn, Vn) is a sequence of unitary braid representations. A local-
ization of (ρn, Vn) is a braided vector space (W, R) with R ∈ U(W ⊗2) such that for all
n ≥ 2 there exist injective algebra homomorphisms φn : Cρ(Bn) → End(W ⊗n) such
that φn ◦ ρ(b) = ρR(b) for b ∈ Bn.

In other words, if Vn ∼= ⊕
i∈Jn

V (i)
n as a CBn-module with V (i)

n simple then W ⊗n ∼=
⊕

i∈Jn
μi

n V (i)
n as a CBn-module for some multiplicities μi

n > 0. To further motivate
this definition we present the following:

Example 2.5. Let G be a finite group and consider the quasi-triangular Hopf algebra
H := DG, i.e. the Drinfeld double of the group algebra CG. The category H -mod of
finite dimensional H -modules has the structure of a (modular) braided fusion category
(see [BK]). Consider the sequence of Bn-representations (ρH , EndH (H⊗n)) obtained
as above for the object H in H -mod (here the subscript H indicates H -module endo-
morphisms, that is, endomorphisms in H -mod). We may also construct a sequence of
Bn-representations as follows: let Ř ∈ End(H ⊗ H) be the solution to the YBE for
the vector space H so that (H, Ř) is a braided vector space. With respect to the usual
(tensor product) basis for H ⊗ H (see [ERW]) Ř is a permutation matrix and hence
unitary. Moreover, standard algebraic considerations show that (H, Ř) is a localization
of (ρH , EndH (H⊗n)). We hasten to point out that the main result of [ERW] shows that
the braid group images of these representations are finite groups.

Notice that we require a single (W, R) uniformly localizing ρn for each n. While
this definition suits our purposes, one can imagine other more general definitions. We
clarify this definition with a few remarks:

Remark 2.6. • The condition μi
n > 0 forces W ⊗n to be a faithful ρn(CBn)-module

(notice that the only simple submodules of W ⊗n are the simple submodules of Vn). It
is possible that some V (i)

n and V ( j)
n are isomorphic as Bn-representations for i 
= j ,

but this is not relevant for our analysis as we are interested in the combinatorial
properties of the tower of semisimple algebras Cρn(Bn).

• We require unitarity in our definition for two reasons: (a) to be realizable as quantum
gates the images of the braid group generators must be unitary, and (b) unitarity
implies complete reducibility (i.e. semisimplicity of Cρn(Bn)) which is necessary
for well-behaved branching rules.

• For a quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra H , the braid group generator σi acts on
the H -module V ⊗n by (see [Ks, Lemma XV.4.1]):

A−1
i (IV ⊗i−1 ⊗ cV,V ⊗ I ⊗n−i−1

V )Ai ,

where the Ai are non-trivial operators determined by the associator for H , and cV,V

is the restriction of Ř to V ⊗ V . While this is not strictly a localization by our def-
inition, it is reasonable to consider it as a more general sense of localization. This
issue will be addressed in future work.

• A generalized version of the YBE was introduced in [RZWG]. The idea is that we
can consider R ∈ End(W ⊗k) for k > 2 and some vector space W satisfying:

(R ⊗ I dm)(I dm ⊗ R)(R ⊗ I dm) = (I dm ⊗ R)(R ⊗ I dm)(I dm ⊗ R),
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where I dm := I ⊗m
W with m ≥ 1. Such generalized Yang-Baxter operators do not

automatically yield Bn-representations as relation (2.1) is no longer automatic. How-
ever, interesting examples exist where (2.1) is satisfied so that one still obtains Bn-
representations. For example we are aware of such examples with dim(W ) = 2, k =
3 and m = 1. Such examples and the corresponding generalized notion of localiza-
tion will be considered in future work.

• There is a weaker notion of localization found in [FKW, proof of Theorem 2.2] for
topological modular functors. The idea is to embed the representation space (denoted
V (	) in [FKW]) into a space of the form W := (Cp)⊗(n−1) via the gluing axiom
in two different ways (by an “even” and “odd” pair of pants decompositions). The
F-matrices give the change of basis between these two embeddings and the action
of a braid β is simulated on W using these embeddings, the F-matrices and the braid
group action on the space C

p. This is the “hidden locality” to which we referred in
the Introduction. Our strict sense of localization gives a much more direct simulation
via a single R-matrix.

Associated with any object X in a modular category is a link invariant I nvX (L).
Given an R-matrix one may also define link invariants TR(L , μi , α, β) for any enhance-
ment (μi , α, β) of R (see [Tu1]). If (W, R) is a localization of (ρX , End(X⊗n)) then
one expects the invariant I nvX (L) to be directly related to TR(L , μi , α, β). For exam-
ple, the localization of the Jones representations at level 2 described in [FRW] has an
enhancement and the relationship between the two invariants is explicitly described.

2.2. Unitary Yang-Baxter operators. Localizations are intimately related to (unitary)
solutions to the YBE and we pause to discuss the associated braid group representa-
tions. In case dim(W ) = 2, all unitary solutions R have been classified in [D] (following
the complete classification in [H]). The corresponding braid group representations were
analyzed in [FRW,Fr], and found to have finite image under the assumption that R has
finite order. As mentioned above, unitary R-matrices can be obtained from the quasi-tri-
angular Hopf algebras DG, and the corresponding braid group images are known to be
finite [ERW]. This (empirical) evidence as well as other considerations to be described
later lead us to make the following:

Conjecture 2.7. Suppose (V, R) is a unitary solution to the YBE such that R has finite
(projective) order, with corresponding Bn-representations (ρR, V ⊗n). Then ρR(Bn) is
a finite group (projectively).

If the words unitary or finite order are omitted Conjecture 2.7 is false. For example
the standard solution to the YBE corresponding to Uqsl2:

⎛

⎜
⎝

q 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 q q − 1 0
0 0 0 q

⎞

⎟
⎠

for any q = eπ i/� with � > 6 has finite order, is not unitary and generates an infinite
group. Moreover, one may find unitary solutions to the YBE that do not have finite
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(projective) order. The following is an example:

A :=

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 2

√
6/5 1/5 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 −1/5 2

√
6/5 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

.

This last matrix corresponds to a braided vector space of group type in the terminology
of [AS] and from this point of view one may verify that, for example, the standard basis
vector e3 is not an eigenvector for Ak for any k ≥ 1.

3. Non-Localizable Representations

In the braided fusion category setting Conjecture 2.7 is closely related to another fairly
recent conjecture (see [RSW, Conj. 6.6]). Braided fusion categories are naturally divided
into two classes according to the algebraic complexity of their fusion rules. In detail, one
defines the Frobenius-Perron dimension FPdim(X) of an object X in a fusion category
C to be the largest eigenvalue of the matrix representing the class of X in the left-
regular representation of the fusion ring (or Grothendieck semiring). Then one defines
FPdim(C) = ∑

i (FPdim(Xi ))
2, where the sum is over all (isomorphism classes of)

simple objects in C. If FPdim(Xi ) ∈ N for all simple Xi , then one says C is integral
while if FPdim(C) ∈ N, then C is said to be weakly integral. It is easy to see that weak
integrality is equivalent to FPdim(Xi )

2 ∈ N for all simple Xi (see [ENO]). A braided
fusion category C is said to have property F if for each X ∈ C the Bn-representations on
End(X⊗n) have a finite image for all n. Then Conjecture 6.6 of [RSW] states: a braided
fusion category C has property F if, and only if, FPdim(X)2 ∈ N for each simple object
X . Notice that this conjecture has no formulation for general braided tensor categories,
for which one has no sensible (real valued) dimension function. Some recent progress
towards this conjecture can be found in [NR,R2] and further evidence can be found in
[LRW,LR]. Combining with Conjecture 2.7 we make the following:

Conjecture 3.1. Let X be a simple object in a braided fusion category C. The represen-
tations (ρX , End(X⊗n)) are localizable if, and only if, FPdim(X)2 ∈ N.

Note that this conjecture is both less and more general than Conjecture 2.7: not all
sequences (ρn, Vn) of Bn-representations can be realized via fusion categories, but we
do not require our braided fusion category C to be unitary (just as in [RSW, Conj. 6.6]).

The main result of this section is to show that one direction of Conjecture 3.1 under the
assumption that the braid group image generates the centralizer algebras End(X⊗n). To
describe the results we will need some graph-theoretic notions associated with sequences
of semisimple finite-dimensional C-algebras ordered under inclusion. See [GHJ] and
graph-theoretical references therein for relevant (standard) definitions.

The main tool we employ is the Perron-Frobenius Theorem. Our approach is fairly
standard, see [W1] for arguments of a similar flavor. Recall that a non-negative n × n
matrix A is irreducible if for each (i, j) there exists a k = k(i, j) so that (Ak)i, j > 0 and
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A is primitive if there exists a universal m so that Am has positive entries. We associate
to each irreducible matrix A a digraph �(A) with n vertices labeled by 1, . . . , n and
an arc (directed edge) from i to j if Ai, j > 0. The digraph �(A) is clearly strongly
connected, i.e. there is a (directed) path between any two vertices. Let ki be the minimal
length of a directed path from i to itself in the graph �(A) and set p = gcd(k1, . . . , kn).
The integer p is called the period of A, and we may partition the vertices into p disjoint
sets as follows: define Oi to be the set of vertices j such that there is a path of length
i + tp from 1 to j for some t . Then {Oi }p−1

i=0 partitions the vertex set. By reordering the
indices 1, . . . , n as O0,O1, . . . ,Op−1 the adjacency matrix of �(A) takes the (block
permutation) form:

A� :=

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 C0 · · · 0

0 0
. . . 0

...
...

. . . C p−2
C p−1 0 · · · 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

.

Notice that the Ci are not necessarily square matrices, but Ci Ci+1 is well-defined.

Theorem 3.2 ([Gt]). Suppose that A is (non-negative and) irreducible of period p. Then:

(a) Ap is block diagonal with primitive blocks B0, . . . , Bp−1.
(b) A has a real eigenvalue λ such that

(i) |α| ≤ λ for all eigenvalues α of A, and
(ii) there is a strictly positive (right) eigenvector v associated to λ.

(c) λp is a simple eigenvalue of each Bi such that λp > |β| for all eigenvalues β of Bi
and has strictly positive eigenvector vi.

(d) Suppose A is primitive (i.e. p = 1) and w is a positive left eigenvector for λ chosen
so that wv = 1 then:

lim
s→∞(1/λA)s = vw.

The real positive eigenvalue λ (resp. eigenvector v) in the theorem is called the
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue (resp. eigenvector).

To any sequence of multi-matrix algebras S := C = A1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ A j ⊂ A j+1 ⊂ · · ·
with the same identity one associates the Bratteli diagram which encodes the combina-
torial structure of the inclusions. The Bratteli diagram for a pair M ⊂ N of multi-matrix
algebras is a bipartite digraph � encoding the decomposition of the simple N -modules
into simple M-modules, and the inclusion matrix G is the adjacency matrix of �. More
precisely, if N ∼= ⊕t

j=1 End(Vj ) and M ∼= ⊕s
i=1 End(Wi ) the inclusion matrix G is

an s × t integer matrix with entries:

Gi, j = dim HomM (ResN
M Vj , Wi ),

i.e. the multiplicity of Wi in the restriction of Vj to M . For an example, denote by Mn(C)

the n × n matrices over C and let N = M4(C) ⊕ M2(C) and M ∼= C ⊕ C ⊕ M2(C)

embedded in N as matrices of the form:
⎛

⎝
a 0 0
0 a 0
0 0 A

⎞

⎠ ⊕
(

a 0
0 b

)

,
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where a, b ∈ C and A ∈ M2(C). Let V1 and V2 be the simple 4- and 2-dimensional
N -modules respectively, and W1, W2 and W3 be the simple M-modules of dimension
1, 1 and 2. Then the Bratteli diagram and corresponding inclusion matrix for M ⊂ N
are:

W1

�� ����
��

��
��

W2

��

W3

�����������������

V1 V2

and
⎛

⎝
2 1
0 1
1 0

⎞

⎠ .

The Bratteli diagram for the sequence S is the concatenation of the Bratteli dia-
grams for each pair (Ak, Ak+1), with corresponding inclusion matrix Gk . We organize
this graph into levels (or stories) corresponding to each algebra Ak so that the Bratteli
diagram (Ak−1, Ak) is placed above the vertices labelled by simple Ak-modules, and
that of (Ak, Ak+1) is placed below. (N.b: this notion of level is distinct from that of
the Introduction mentioned in connection with fusion categories associated with Lie
groups.) Having fixed an order on the simple Ak-modules we record the corresponding
dimensions in a vector dk . Observe that dk+1 = GT

k dk .

Definition 3.3. A sequence of multi-matrix algebras S := C = A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An ⊂ can
be combinatorially localized at depth k if there exists an integer m and a sequence of
positive integer-valued vectors an so that

(a) mn = 〈an, dn〉 and
(b) man = Gnan+1

for all n ≥ k. Here dn is the dimension vector for An and Gn is the inclusion matrix for
An ⊂ An+1.

Condition (a) is the combinatorial consequence of localization at level n and condition
(b) corresponds to compatibility under restriction. We will call the vectors an localiza-
tion vectors. Clearly if a sequence of completely reducible braid group representations
(ρn, Vn) is localizable then the sequence of algebras Cρn(Bn) is combinatorially local-
izable. Indeed, if (W, R) is a localization of (ρn, Vn) as in Definition 2.4 then we may
take m = dim(W ) and an = (μ1

n, · · · , μ
|In |
n ).

Of particular relevance to the fusion category setting are sequences S with eventually
cyclically p-partite Bratteli diagrams. That is, for which there exists a level k and a
(minimal) period p ≥ 1 such that for all n ≥ 0 the subgraphs for Ak+np ⊂ Ak+np+1 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Ak+(n+1)p−1 are isomorphic. If the Bratteli diagram is cyclically p-partite then
there is an ordering of the simple Ai -modules so that Gk+t = Gk+s if t ≡ s mod p.
The combinatorial data for a sequence S with cyclically p-partite Bratteli diagram can
be computed from the dimension vector dk for Ak and the matrices Gk, . . . , Gk+p−1.
Identifying the k and k + pth levels gives a finite (annular) digraph which can be decom-
posed into its connected components. These connected components will be strongly
connected: they each contain a circuit and no vertex can be terminal (as Ai ⊂ Ai+1
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implies each Ai -module is contained in the restriction of some Ai+1-module). If there
is only one component (as will be the case for fusion categories) then the associated
adjacency matrix will be irreducible with period p.

Proposition 3.4. Suppose S is a sequence of multi-matrix algebras with cyclically
p-partite Bratteli diagram after level k. Moreover, assume that the finite graph obtained
by identifying the kth and k + pth levels is strongly connected. Let G(i) = ∏p−1

j=0 Gi+k+ j

be the inclusion matrix of Ak+i in Ak+i+p. Then S can be combinatorially localized(at
depth k) only if,

(i) the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue �i of G(i) is integral for all i , and
(ii) the localization vectors ak+i are eigenvectors for G(i) with eigenvalue �i .

Proof. The assumption that the graph is strongly connected implies that the matrices
G(i) are primitive and hence the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue is simple. We will first
show that ak is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector for G := G(0). Assuming that S can be
combinatorially localized we see that

m pak = Gak+p. (3.1)

For ease of notation let us define α0 := ak, αn := ak+pn and M = m p. In this notation
(3.1) implies:

Mnα0 = Gnαn (3.2)

for all n ≥ 0. Let � denote the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of G and let v and w be
positive right and left eigenvectors respectively, normalized so that wv = 1. Rewriting
(3.2) we have:

α0 = �n

Mn

(
G

�

)n

αn . (3.3)

Since the left-hand-side of Eq. (3.3) is constant with respect to n, we may take a limit
and apply the Perron-Frobenius Theorem (for primitive matrices) to obtain:

α0 = lim
n→∞

�n

Mn
vwαn = lim

n→∞

(
�nwαn

Mn

)

v. (3.4)

In particular the scalar part of the limit

K := lim
n→∞

(
�nwαn

Mn

)

exists so that α0 = K v. Thus α0 = ak is a non-zero multiple of v and hence a Perron-
Frobenius eigenvector for G. Similarly, each α j is also a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector
for G. This implies that �0 = � is rational since G and α0 are integral. But G is an inte-
ger matrix so its eigenvalues are algebraic integers, which implies that �0 is a (rational)
integer. The same argument shows that each ak+i is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector
for G(i). ��
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We wish to apply Proposition 3.4 in the setting of (unitary) braided fusion categories
(see [BK] for relevant definitions). In particular, let X be a simple object in a braided
fusion category C, and C[X ] the full braided fusion subcategory generated by X (i.e.
the simple objects of C[X ] are the simple subobjects of X⊗nn ≥ 0). That the central-
izer algebras End(X⊗n) are semisimple, finite-dimensional C-algebras follows from the
axioms. The simple End(X⊗n)-modules are Hom(Z , X⊗n), where Z is a simple object
in C[X ]. The Bratteli diagram for the sequence

SX := End(1) ∼= C ⊂ · · · ⊂ End(X⊗n) ⊂ End(X⊗n+1) ⊂ · · ·
(where the inclusion End(X⊗n) → End(X⊗n+1) is given by f → f ⊗ I dX ) is intimately
related to the fusion matrix NX of X in C[X ] with entries (NX )Z ,Y := dim Hom(X ⊗
Y, Z). We may label the vertices of the Bratteli diagram by pairs (n, Z), where Z is
a simple subobject of X⊗n , and connect (n, Z) to (n + 1, Y ) by dim Hom(X ⊗ Z , Y )

arcs. Now the number of vertices at each level is clearly bounded (by the rank of C[X ]).
Also, the unit object appears in X⊗k for some (minimal) k (see [DGNO, App. F]), so
that if Y appears in X⊗n it appears again in X⊗k+n . This implies that the fusion matrix
NX is irreducible with some period p (dividing k) and the associated finite annular
digraph �(NX ) is strongly connected. For large enough n, each inclusion matrix Gn
for End(X⊗n) ⊂ End(X⊗n+1) is the transpose of a submatrix of NX . Thus the Bratteli
diagram for SX is eventually cyclically p-partite with strongly connected annular finite
graph. The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of NX is denoted FPdim(X).

The examples we have in mind are the (pre-)modular categories associated with
quantum groups at roots of unity. For each simple Lie algebra g and a 2�th root of unity
q one may construct such a category which we denote by C(g, q, �). For details we refer
the reader to [BK] and the survey [R1]. In the physics literature these categories are
often denoted by (G, k), where G is the compact Lie group with Lie algebra g and k is
the level, which is a linear function of the dual Coxeter number of g, and the degree �

of the root of unity q2. In particular, the Jones representations of Bn corresponding to
SU (2) at level k may be identified with the representations coming from tensor powers
of X ∈ C(sl2, q, k + 2), where X is the object analogous to the “vector representation”
of sl2.

The following is a necessary condition for localizability under some additional
assumptions.

Theorem 3.5. Let X be a simple object in a braided fusion category C such that

(a) CρX
n (Bn) = End(X⊗n) for all n ≥ 2 (i.e. the image of Bn generates End(X⊗n) as

an algebra), and
(b) (ρX

n , End(X⊗n)) is localizable,

then FPdim(X)2 ∈ N.

Observe that under these hypotheses, we do not require the representations ρX
n to be

unitary as complete reducibility of the Bn-representations follows from the semisim-
plicity of End(X⊗n), by hypothesis (a).

Proof. It is enough to show that if the sequence of algebras · · · ⊂ End(X⊗n) ⊂
End(X⊗n+1) ⊂ · · · is combinatorially localizable then FPdim(X)2 ∈ N. We must verify
that in this case the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue � in Proposition 3.4 is a power of the
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue λ of the fusion matrix NX . We have already observed that
the corresponding Bratteli diagram is cyclically p-periodic after some level k. Let NX
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Fig. 1. Bratteli diagram for C(sl2, q, 5)

be the fusion matrix for X in the subcategory it generates, and choose p and k to be
minimal. Then NX is irreducible with period p and the corresponding primitive blocks
of N p

X are G(i), so that by Theorem 3.2 each has λp as Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue.
Now by Proposition 3.4 λ must satisfy xt − b ∈ Z[x] so that the minimal polynomial
of λ is of the form xs − c. But λ must reside in an abelian (cyclotomic) extension of Q

(see [ENO, Cor. 8.54]). This implies that s = 1 or 2. ��

Example 3.6. We illustrate Theorem 3.5 with an example corresponding to C(sl2, q, 5),
which has as a subcategory the well-known “Fibonacci theory.” Here we have just 4
simple objects 1, X, Y and Z with Bratteli diagram in Fig. 1. Moreover, the image of the
braid group generates the algebras End(X⊗n) (see, e.g. [LZ]). Observe that the Bratteli
diagram is cyclically 2-partite in this case. The corresponding Perron-Frobenius eigen-

value is 1+
√

5
2 = FPdim(X), so that (ρX

n , End(X⊗n)) is not localizable. The subcategory
generated by Y is the (rank 2) Fibonacci theory.

Remark 3.7. (1) Observe that under hypotheses (a) and (b) if p is odd then we can
conclude that FPdim(X) is actually an integer. For example if X is a simple object
in a weakly integral modular category C such that X⊗3 ⊃ 1, then FPdim(X) ∈ Z,
whereas in general one can only conclude FPdim(X)2 ∈ Z.

(2) In a braided fusion category NX and N T
X commute, that is, NX is a normal operator.

This implies that the same is true for any of the blocks G(i) of (NX )p. In particular
any Perron-Frobenius eigenvector for G(i) is also a FP-eigenvector for (G(i))T . But
we already know one such eigenvector: the vector of FP-dimensions of the simple
subobjects of X⊗i . Thus we see that the localization vectors ai , if they exist, must
be multiples of the vectors of FP-dimensions.

(3) It is expected that condition (a) that the image of Bn generate the full centralizer
algebras End(X⊗n) is superfluous (in the unitary setting). In general, restricting to
the image of CBn gives a refinement of the Bratteli diagram which may fail to be
cyclically p-partite. For an easy example of when this occurs consider the sym-
metric fusion category Rep(G) for G a finite group possessing a 2-dimensional
irreducible representation V . Then the usual “flip” map P provides a localiza-
tion for the braid group representation on End(V ⊗n). But the number of sim-
ple CρP (Bn)-modules does not stabilize so the Bratteli diagram is not cyclically
p-partite.
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(4) It is known that if g is of type A, B or C and the object X ∈ C(g, q, �) is analogous
to the vector representation then the braid group image does generate the central-
izer algebras End(X⊗n). This is also known to be the case for the simple object
in X ∈ C(g2, q, �) corresponding to the 7-dimensional representation of g2. For
type A this is essentially Jimbo’s original quantized version of Schur-Weyl duality
between the Hecke algebras and the quantum groups of Lie type A. For types B
and C the Hecke algebra is replaced by B MW -algebras, see [W2]. For g2 the result
follows from [LZ, Thm. 8.5]. The values of � for which the categories C(g, q, �)

fail to have property F are mostly known, see [J1,FLW2,LRW,R2].

4. Jones Representation at Levels 2 and 4

In this section we will show that the (unitary) Jones representations corresponding to
levels 2 and 4 are localizable.

For level 2 an explicit localization appears in [FRW]. In quantum group notation
this corresponds to the rank 3 braided fusion category C(sl2, q, 4). The objects are 1, X
and Z , where FPdim(X) = √

2 and FPdim(Z) = 1. The corresponding quantum field
theory is closely related to the well-known Ising theory. The Bratteli diagram is:

X

�� ���
��

��
��

1

��

Z

����
��

��
�

X

and the matrix

−e−π i/4

√
2

⎛

⎜
⎝

1 0 0 1
0 1 −1 0
0 1 1 0

−1 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎠

gives an explicit localization (see [FRW, Sect. 5]).
The category C(sl2, q, 6), corresponding to level 4, is a rank 5 category with simple

objects 1, Z of dimension 1, Y of dimension 2 and X, X ′ of dimension
√

3. The fusion
rules for this category are determined by:

X ⊗ X ∼= 1 ⊕ Y, X ⊗ X ′ ∼= Z ⊕ Y, (4.1)

X ⊗ Y ∼= X ⊕ X ′, Z ⊗ X ∼= X ′. (4.2)

The Bratteli diagram (starting at level 1) is shown in Fig. 2, observe that it is cyclically
2-partite after the third level. We have T Ln(q2) ∼= End(X⊗n) for each n, where the
isomorphism is induced by

gi → I d⊗i−1
X ⊗ cX,X ⊗ I d⊗n−i−1

X ∈ End(X⊗n).

Here cX,X is the (categorical) braiding on the object X . The irreducible sectors of
T Ln(q2) under this isomorphism are the End(X⊗n)-modules Hn,W := Hom(W, X⊗n),
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Fig. 2. Bratteli diagram for C(sl2, q, 6)

where W is one of the 5 simple objects in C. Observe that for n even W must be one of
1, Y or Z while for n odd W is either X or X ′. We have the following formulae for the
dimensions of these irreducible representations (for n odd):

dim Hom(X, X⊗n) = 3
n−1

2 + 1

2
, dim Hom(X ′, X⊗n) = 3

n−1
2 − 1

2
,

dim Hom(1, X⊗n+1) = 3
n−1

2 + 1

2
, dim Hom(Y, X⊗n+1) = 3

n−1
2 ,

dim Hom(Z , X⊗n+1) = 3
n−1

2 − 1

2

Theorem 4.1. The unitary Jones representations corresponding to T Ln(q2) with q =
e±π i/6 can be localized.

Proof. We will show that the matrix

R = i√
3

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

ω 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ω

0 ω 0 0 0 ω 1 0 0
0 0 ω ω2 0 0 0 ω2 0
0 0 ω2 ω 0 0 0 ω2 0
ω 0 0 0 ω 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 ω ω 0 0
0 ω 0 0 0 1 ω 0 0
0 0 ω2 ω2 0 0 0 ω 0
1 0 0 0 ω 0 0 0 ω

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

induces a faithful representation ϕn : T Ln(q2) → End(V ⊗n) (n ≥ 2), where V = C
3

via ϕ(gi ) = Ri .
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We first verify that gi → Ri is a unitary representation of the specialized (non-semi-
simple) Temperley-Lieb algebra T Ln(q2). Observe that the matrix R is indeed unitary
for either choice of ω, so we fix one and proceed. It is a computation to see that R
satisfies the YBE and has eigenvalues −1 (multiplicity 6) and q = e−π i/3 (multiplicity
3). We set E = R+I

e−π i/3+1
, so that Ei = Ri +I

e−π i/3+1
satisfy the defining relations of T Ln(q2)

for q = e−π i/6:

E2
i = Ei , (4.3)

Ei Ei±1 Ei = 1/3Ei , (4.4)

Ei E j = E j Ei . (4.5)

where |i − j | > 1 as required. Thus ϕn does indeed induce a representation of T Ln(q2).
Next we show that ϕn actually factors over the semisimple quotient T Ln(q2) :=

T Ln(q2)/(p5), where p5 is the Jones-Wenzl idempotent at the 5th level. Observe that p5
generates a 1 dimensional B5 representation in T L5(q2), with corresponding eigenvalue
−1. So it is enough to check that there is no simultaneous eigenvector for R1, R2, R3
and R4 (in 37 variables). A computer calculation verifies this. Alternatively, one may
use the inductive definition of p5 and compute the corresponding 37 × 37 matrix and
check that it is the 0-matrix. This is computationally more difficult but also checks out.

Finally, we must verify that ϕn induces a faithful representation of T Ln(q2). For this
it is enough to check that the Jones-Wenzl idempotents pi do not vanish for i < 5 by
[F2, Prop. A2.1 and Thm. A3.3]. This is routine, one simply checks that R1, . . . , Ri−1 do
have a simultaneous eigenvector of eigenvalue −1. A more direct proof goes as follows:

for n odd, T Ln(q2) has 2 simple modules W1(n) and W2(n) of dimensions 3
n−1

2 ±1
2 .

So V ⊗n must decompose as a μ1W1(n) ⊕ μ2W2(n) for some multiplicities μi , since
ϕn factors over T Ln(q2). But dim(V ⊗n) = 3n , so we must have μi > 0 and ϕn is a
faithful representation of T Ln(q2) for n odd. Now the restriction ϕn−1 of ϕn contains
the restriction of W1(n)⊕ W2(n) to T Ln−1(q2), which is faithful, so we have the result.

��
With the knowledge that the Jones representations at q = eπ i/6 can be localized, we

can give explicit formulae for the multiplicities of the irreducible sectors of T Ln(q2)

appearing in the decomposition of the 3n-dimensional representation (ϕn, V ⊗n). Let us
denote by μn,W the multiplicity of Hn,W in ϕn . Then for k ≥ 2:

μ2k,1 = 3k, μ2k,Y = 2(3k), μ2k,Z = 3k,

μ2k−1,X = μ2k−1,X ′ = 3k .

While we could give an inductive derivation of these formulas, we instead employ
Proposition 3.4(ii) (and Remark 3.7): the localization vector must be a multiple of the
F P-eigenvector, i.e. the dimension vector at the given level. These are: (1, 2, 1) for
(1, Y, Z) and (

√
3,

√
3) for (X, X ′).

We remark that we obtained the localization matrix R in Theorem 4.1 by modifying a
solution to the two-parameter version of the YBE found in [Setal]. With a bit more work
we could have obtained these from Jones’ [J1] description in terms of automorphisms
of 3-groups. This approach will be described below in a more general setting.

The following verifies Conjecture 3.1 for quantum group categories of Lie type A1,
i.e. C(sl2, q, �).
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Corollary 4.2. The Jones representation at q = eπ i/� can be localized if and only if
� ∈ {3, 4, 6}.
Proof. The Jones representation at q = eπ i/� corresponds to the sequence of braid
group representations on End(X⊗n), where X is the simple object in C(sl2, q, �) anal-
ogous to the vector representation of sl2. Generalized Schur-Weyl duality between the
Temperley-Lieb algebras and the quantum group Uqsl2 implies that the braid group
image generates the centralizer algebras so we may apply Theorem 3.5. The object X
has dimension q + 1/q = 2 cos(π/�), which is not the square root of an integer except
for these values of �, so a localization is only possible for such values. Explicit local-
izations for � = 4 and � = 6 are described above, while the � = 3 case corresponds to
a pointed category (i.e. all simple objects are invertible) so is trivially localizable (by a
1 × 1R-matrix). ��

This should be compared with [J1,FLW2] from which it follows that the Jones rep-
resentations are universal for quantum computation if and only if � 
∈ {3, 4, 6}. Also
it is worth observing that the Jones polynomial evaluations at these roots of unity are
“classical” (see [J2]) and can be exactly computed in polynomial time (see [R3] for a
discussion of this phenomonon).

5. Generalizations

The categories C(sl2, q, 4) and C(sl2, q, 6) are members of two families of weakly inte-
gral, unitary braided fusion categories. In this section we describe these families of
categories which are denoted by (SO(N ), 1) and (SO(N ), 2), respectively. For N odd,
they correspond to quantum group categories C(soN , q, �) for � = 2N −2 and � = 2N ,
respectively, and for N even for � = N −1 and N , respectively. These level 2 categories
(SO(N ), 2) have been studied elsewhere, see [Gn] and [NR]. The corresponding fusion
rules also appeared in older work, see [J3] and [dBG].

In light of Conjectures 2.7, 3.1 and [RSW, Conj. 6.6], we expect that the (unitary)
braid group representations associated with (SO(N ), 1) and (SO(N ), 2) (a) have finite
image and (b) can be localized. We observe that localizations of (SO(N ), 1) follow from
the localization of C(sl2, q, 4), and describe a possible localization of (SO(N ), 2) for
odd prime N below.

5.1. (SO(N ), 1). For N = 2r +1 odd, C(soN , q, 2N −2) has rank 3 with simple objects
1, Xε and X1 labeled by highest weights 0, λr := 1

2 (1, . . . , 1) and λ1 := (1, 0, . . . , 0)

respectively, with corresponding dimensions 1,
√

2 and 1. The unnormalized S-matrix
s̃ is:

⎛

⎝
1

√
2 1√

2 0 −√
2

1 −√
2 1

⎞

⎠

and twist coefficients: (1, eπ i N/8,−1). The Bratteli diagram is the same as forC(sl2, q, 4).
Notice that this infinite family consists of only 8 distinguishable categories depending
on N (mod 16). All 8 theories have the same fusion rule as the Ising theory, which
is realized by (SO(17), 1). The corresponding rational conformal theories (SO(N ), 1)

have central charges c = N
2 .
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When N = 2r is even, C(soN , q, N − 1) has 4 simple objects labeled by 0, λ1 :=
(1, 0, . . . , 0), λr−1 := 1

2 (1, . . . , 1,−1), and λr := 1
2 (1, . . . , 1). Each simple object has

dimension 1 and the twists coefficients are: (1,−1, eπ i N/8, eπ i N/8). The fusion rules are
the same as either Z2 ×Z2 or Z4, but the S-matrix depends on the value of N (mod 16),
so again there are only 8 distinguishable categories in this infinite family.

These 16 different unitary TQFTs realize nicely the 16-fold way as algebraic models
of anyonic quantum systems which encode anyon statistics [K1].

We make the following:

Definition 5.1. If the braid representations from any simple object in a unitary modular
tensor category can be localized, we will say the corresponding TQFT can be localized.

Theorem 5.2. The 16 unitary (SO(N ), 1) TQFTs all have property F, and can be local-
ized.

Proof. For N odd, the braid group representations are essentially the same as for
C(sl2, q, 4), while for N even, the simple objects are all invertible which implies that
the braid group representations are finite abelian groups. So for N odd the localization
is a renormalization of that of the Jones representations at level 2. For N even one takes
R to be a constant 1 × 1 matrix to localize. ��

5.2. (SO(N ), 2) and Gaussian representations. The families corresponding to SO(N )

level 2 are genuinely infinite but still display similarities depending on the value of N
(mod 4). See [Gn] and [NR] for detailed data.

For each (SO(N ), 2), we would like to produce a unitary R-matrix that localizes the
braid group representations associated with the spin objects Xε and Xεi . One complica-
tion for such a localization is that no description of the centralizer algebras End(X⊗n

ε )

as quotients of CBn is known, except for N = 3 (Temperley-Lieb algebras), N = 5
(B MW -algebras, see [J4]) and N = 7 (see [Wb]). In [dBG] a similar situation is studied
corresponding to the rational conformal field theory associated with the WZW theory
corresponding to (SO(N ), 2) for N odd. The principal graph and Bratteli diagram for
their theory is the same as ours which suggests that the braid group image is faithfully
represented by the so-called “Gaussian” representation. For simplicity, we will focus on
the cases where N is an odd prime, which we will denote by p.

The Gaussian representation is defined as follows (see [J4]). For an odd prime p ≥ 3
let ω be a primitive pth root of unity and consider the C-algebras E S(ω, n − 1) given
by generators u1, . . . , un−1 satisfying the relations:

u p
i = 1, (5.1)

ui ui+1 = ω−2ui+1ui , (5.2)

ui u j = u j ui , |i − j | > 1. (5.3)

Notice that E S(ω, n − 1) has dimension pn−1 and is semisimple (since it is a group
algebra of the group presented by (6.1)–(6.3) with ω interpreted as a central element).
Thus the left-regular action of E S(ω, n − 1) on itself is a faithful representation. If we
defined u∗

i = u−1
i and T r(1) = 1 and T r(w) = 0 for a word in the ui not proportional

to 1 we can put a Hilbert space structure on E S(ω, n − 1) in such a way to make the
left-regular representation unitary.
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The Gaussian representation γn : Bn → E S(ω, n − 1) is defined on generators of
Bn by

γn(σi ) = ζ

p−1∑

j=0

ω j2
u j

i ,

where ζ is a normalization factor ensuring that γn(σi ) is unitary (regarded as an oper-
ator on E S(ω, n − 1)). It was shown in [GJ] that the image of the braid group under
this representation is a finite group. In fact, for n odd the analysis in [GJ] shows that,
projectively, γn(Bn) is isomorphic to the finite simple group P Sp(n − 1, Fp).

Lemma 5.3. The Gaussian representations γn : Bn → E S(ω, n − 1) can be localized.

Proof. We must find a unitary p2 × p2 matrix U so that Ui := I d⊗i−1 ⊗U ⊗ I d⊗n−i−1

satisfy (5.1-5.3). For this let {ei }p
i=1 denote the standard basis for C

p and define

U (ei ⊗ e j ) = ωi− j ei+1 ⊗ e j+1, (5.4)

where the indices on ei are to be taken modulo p. It is straightforward to check that
U p = I and U∗ = U−1 (conjug ate-transpose). It is clear that Ui and U j commute if
|i − j | > 1. It remains to check (5.2). For this it is enough to consider i = 1:

U1U2(ei ⊗ e j ⊗ ek) = ωi−k−1ei+1 ⊗ e j+2 ⊗ ek+1

= ω−2ωi−k+1ei+1 ⊗ e j+2 ⊗ ek+1 = ω−2U2U1(ei ⊗ e j ⊗ ek),

so ui → Ui does give a representation of E S(ω, n − 1). A standard trace argument
shows that this representation is faithful. Thus defining

R = ζ

p−1∑

j=0

ω j2
U j ,

gives an R-matrix localizing the Gaussian representation. ��
Conjecture 5.4. Let X be either the simple spin object Xε in (the unitary modular tensor
category) (SO(p), 2) or a simple spin object Xεi in (SO(2p), 2) for an odd prime p ≥ 3.
Then the representations (ρX

n , End(X⊗n)) are equivalent to the Gaussian representa-
tions. It would follow that, for an odd prime p ≥ 3, the (SO(p), 2) and (SO(2p), 2)

TQFTs have property F and could be localized in a weak sense.

Remark 5.5. This conjecture holds for p = 3 and 5, and for (SO(7), 2). For p = 3 and
p = 5 this goes back to Jones’ papers [J1,J4] and a duality argument may be employed
for the SO(2p) cases. For (SO(7), 2) one uses the description of centralizer algebras
EndUqso7(X⊗n

ε ) in [Wb].

We would like to localize braid representations from (SO(p), 2) and (SO(2p), 2)

in the stronger sense as for Jones representations at level 2 and 4 (see Remark 2.6 after
Definition 2.4). The conjecture does not lead to such a localization because the braid
group representations associated with the spin objects Xε and Xεi would be equivalent
to the Gaussian representations as abstract Bn-representations. The stronger localization
could be achieved if explicit F-matrices for (SO(p), 2) and SO(2p), 2) were known.
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We believe that the braid group representations (ρX
n , End(X⊗n)) associated with the

spin objects Xε and Xεi are determined by knowing the eigenvalues of a single braid
generator σi as they are all conjugate to each other. As explained in Chap. 2 of [Wa],
there are two bases for such representations, {eodd

i } and {eeven
i } such that all odd and

even braid generators {σ j }, j = odd and j = even are diagonal on {eodd
i } and {eeven

i },
respectively. There is a change of basis matrix between the two bases. When p is prime,
the eigenvalues of the braid generators can be calculated for those representations by
using the fusion rules and the graphical calculus of {eodd

i } and {eeven
i }. The eigenvalues

of braid generators for the Gaussian representations can be obtained from [J4,dBG]. We
could then compare the two representations with each other. We leave this for a future
publication.

6. Applications

The sequence of unitary TQFTs (SO(N ), 1) ∼= (SO(N + 16), 1) with topological cen-
tral charge c = N

2 mod 8 has been studied extensively in condensed matter physics
as model anyon theories. The theory (SO(3), 1) ∼= (SU (2), 2) is a leading candidate
for the description of anyon statistics in fractional quantum Hall (FQH) liquid at filling
fraction ν = 5/2 [NSSFD].

As observed in [J4], the Gaussian representations can be Baxterized by the Fateev-
Zamolochikov models in statistics mechanics [FZ,KMM]. It has been shown that all
resulting link invariants from (SO(N ), 2) TQFTs have definitions in classical topology
and can be computed efficiently by Turing machines [J4,KMM]. These results provide
evidence to our conjectures.

The theory (SO(3), 2) ∼= (SU (2), 4) has been proposed as a description of the FQH
liquid at filling fraction ν = 8/3 [BW]. We believe a similar proposal can be made for
(SO(p), 2) for filling fraction ν = 2 + 2/p when p is prime. Of particular interests is
the p = 5 case due to the existence of the FQH liquid at ν = 12/5.

Non-abelian statistics of 3-dimensional extended objects are proposed for a projective
representation of the ribbon permutation groups in [FHNQWW]. Ribbon permutation
groups are 3-dimensional remnants of the braid groups. They play a role as braid groups
do for anyon statistics in dimension two. We may ask which anyon theory potentially
would have a 3-dimensional ghost image. The ribbon permutation groups correspond to
the Ising anyon theory. From the analysis in [FHNQWW], groups that generalize ribbon
permutation groups must be finite. Therefore, Fibonacci theory cannot have a 3-dimen-
sional ghost image in this sense. We would speculate that only Property F TQFTs are
potential candidates for 3-dimensional statistics. In particular, extensions of extra-special
or nearly-extra-special p-groups by the permutation groups Sn are potential candidates.
How to realize them as in [FHNQWW] is an interesting question.

It follows from the Gottesman-Knill theorem that topological quantum computing
models from Ising theory can be efficiently simulated by Turing machines. We would
conjecture that quantum computing models from Property F TQFTs can all be efficiently
simulated by Turing machines. Are there models from Property TQFTs that can imple-
ment the Grover algorithm? We would conjecture the answer to be no, at least for models
based on the Ising theory.
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